CASSIAR/SKUT/STIKINE LRMP
Archaeological Potential

ARCHAEOLOGICAL POTENTIAL:

Lake or Wet Beach
Line AB recommended: In-ground work needed
Moderate: Recommendations recommended
Moderate to High: All recommended

All areas are considered to have archaeological potential, although to differing degrees.

BASE MAP FEATURES:

Water Features: Deltaic
Water Features: Inland
Stream
Gravel Road
Paved Road
Railway
Transmission Line
Study Area Boundary

OTHER FEATURES:

Surveyed Area: Recommended
Surveyed Area: Inactive
Fuel
Biogeoclimatic Zone Boundary

MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS:

Although we are confident in the results of the modeling process, we recognize that modeling and heritage resource management is an ongoing process that must incorporate both further archaeological study and First Nations consultation. The level of effort appropriate for archaeological study should be negotiated between First Nations, the Archaeology Branch, and the client. The level of effort associated with views of potential contribution is recommendable. Management decisions should be made with reference to the accompanying report, "Archaeological Groundwater Assessment of the Custer-Tasac (Clearwater) LRMP," Millennia Research Limited.
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